
WORKSHOP FILE SET - 6 PIECES - BI-MATERIAL HAN-
DLES  Réf.: 093520S201

TECHNICAL SHEET

NOVALIA SAS  
2 rue de Bergognon 42500 
LE CHAMBON FEUGEROLLES
FRANCE  
www.novalia.pro

Caracteristics 
In plastic pouch. 6 files: 1 half-soft hand flat - 1 bastard hand flat - 1 half-round half-soft - 1 half-soft half-soft - 1 half 
soft round - 1 square half soft. QUALITY OF MANUFACTURE: 30 years ago the group MOB acquired the European 
leader of files and rasps, TALABOT. The files are characterized by a long life thanks to its steel which is heavily loaded 
with carbon (1.3 to 1.4%). Furthermore, it is alloyed with chrome for a powerful blade. MOB checks the chemical com-
position of the used steels. In order to guarantee the quality of the cut, the blades are hardened. A hardness of 65 ± 2 
HRC can be guaranteed for the files and 53 HRC for the rasps. The mob files and rasps comply with standard NF E 75 
001-75 002. Dimensions: the files and rasps are defined by their length (without the tang) in mm. The degree of fine-
ness of the size is measured in number of teeth per cm of length. This ratio varies according to the size of the file. The 
finishes are: bastards for roughing (1), half-soft (2) for routine work, soft (3) for finishing. Nertech handle: polypropyle-
ne for more resistance and precision, flexible and comfortable elastomer that prevents sweating or the heating of the 
hand. 

Product data
  Cut Type 2

 L mm ‘’   g  G  Artikelnr.   EAN Code

200-8» E 093520S201 1 3303800935204

250-10» E 093525S201 1 3303800935259
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